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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that every m X n matrix M over a regular ring with 1 can be 
decomposed as M = M, + M, + M, + M,, where M, Q M, + M, d M, + M, + 
M, < M and Q is the minus order. This horizontal pyramid decomposition can be 
used to obtain, firstly, a pyramid decomposition for 2 X 2 block matrices, which over 
a division ring immediately yields the classical rank formula for block matrices. 
Secondly, it also yields a horizontal version of this block rank formula. These rank 
formulae are then respectively used to solve the horizontal and vertical rank minimiza- 
tion problems, which are involved in the computation of the shorted matrix of M 
relative to subspaces W, and W,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most useful decompositions in algebra is Pierce’s decom- 
position 
M=EMF+(z-E)MF+EM(Z-F) +(I-E)M(Z-F) (1.1) 
for the m X n matrix N, relative to the idempotents E and F. In this note 
we shall use this decomposition for matrices over a regular ring with 1, to 
*E-mail: hartwigkknath .ncsu. edu. 
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derive a pyramid decomposition of the type 
M = M, + M, + M, + M, 
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(1.2) 
in which the components satisfy the pyramid 
M, < M, + M, < M, + M, + M, < M 
and where < is the minus order on L%‘~~ n. If two or more idempotents P 
and Q are given, then we may repeat the decomposition with M, to yield a 
finer pyramid decomposition: 
M=N,+N:!+N3+Nq+Mz+MS+M4, (1.3) 
where 
N, < N, + N, < N, + N, + N3 < N, + N, + N3 + N4 
= M, < M, + M, < M, + M, + M, 6 M 
Similarly for any number of pairs of idempotents. The versatility of this 
decomposition lies in the fact that for different choices of E, F, P, and Q, we 
obtain different applications. We shall only deal with three special cases, 
namely: 
Case 1: 
E=[; 81, F=[‘o ;]. 
Case 2: E and F are determined by subspaces W, and W,, so that 
R(Z - E) = W,, RS(Z - F) = W,. 
Case 3: E, F, P, and Q are determined by subspaces Wi, so that 
R[( I - E)( Z - P)] = W,, RS[( Z - Q)( I - F)] = W,. 
In the first case we obtain a pyramid decomposition for the 2 X 2 block 
matrix 
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This decomposition is a “missing link’ in the study of block matrices over a 
division ring D, in that the rank of M can be read off from its components 
without any additional work being called for. 
On taking ranks throughout these pyramid decompositions (with 9 = D>, 
we obtain a well-known rank formula for block matrices [3, 5, 11, 121 and a 
horizontal analog of this formula. In other words, the following diagram 
commutes: 
horizontal pyramid 
E= F= 
vertical pyramid 
P 
4 0 
0 0 1 
E= 
P 
horizontal rank formula 
vertical rank formula 
Our first application will be to use case 2 to give an alternative method of 
solution to the following rank minimization problems: 
(1) m$y(M -X), (1.4) 
(11) (1.5) 
where T = {X ] R( X > C W,, RS( X c W,} and W,, W, are given subspaces. It 
should be noted that these minima of course both exist and that if either W, 
or W, is zero, then the problems are trivial. These rank problems have been 
studied extensively using a variety of techniques in [l, 2, 4, 131. Consequently 
most of our end results will not be new, but will have a different form, which 
may or may not be closer to the original data. We shall give closed-form 
expressions for the sets Ti and Tn for problems (I) and (II). Unlike some of 
the expressions given in the literature, these expressions will be uncon- 
strained, exhibiting directly the degree of freedom available. Moreover, these 
representations are reasonably close to the original data. Having found l?, and 
rn ) we shall rederive the conditions under which these sets contain a unique 
minimizer. This solution is called the shorted matrix of M relative to W, 
and WZ. 
In our second application we take suitable E, F, P, and Q so that we 
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obtain the following vertical minimization problem: 
(III) (1.6) 
(I”) min 
YEZ 
(1.7) 
0 0 
[ 1 0 Y gM 
where 
2 = {YIR(Y) cW,, M(Y) cW4} 
and Ws, W, are nonzero subspaces. It is usually a little easier to derive the 
vertical block case from the horizontal case than to go the other way around. 
In the latter approach one has to use a suitable basis change and/or use 
full-rank factorization. Needless to say, the two methods are entirely equiva- 
lent. Our idea is to substitute the idempotent structure of matrices over a 
regular ring W for such concepts as full-rank factorization and basis change. 
Throughout, let L%’ denote a regular ring with 1, and LZ,,,~ n the set of 
m X n matrices over 9. It is well known that if 9 is regular, then so 
is smxn, in the sense that MXM = M always has a solution X = M- in 
5% IlX7FL’ Any such solution will be called an inner inverse or l-inverse of M. 
We shall shorten LZ,, x n to L??~ and shall denote the range, the row space, and 
the rank (if any) of a matrix (*> by R(e), RS(.), and p(a) respectively. The 
cardinality of a set (a) will be denoted by #(*>. 
The minus order on smx n is defined by 
A<B iff A-A=A-B and AA==BA= (1.8) 
for some (possibly different) inner inverses A- and A= of A [6, 71. Even 
though the minus order was originally only defined for semigroups, it follows 
along identical lines that (1.8) d e mes a partial order for m X ?z matrices as f 
well. We shall need the following facts [6, 71 concerning f : 
A<B * B-A<B, ( 1.9a) 
A<B = KAL<KBL, K , L invertible, (1.9b) 
A<B * R(A)nR(B -A)=(O) and 
RS(A) n RS(B -A) = (0). (1.9c) 
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As in [7], we shall use the notation A I B to indicate that A Q A + B or 
that R( A) n R(B) = (0) as well as RS( A) n RS( B) = (0). This is equivalent 
to the existence of a reflexive inverse A+ such that A+B = 0 and BAf = 0 
M. 
For matrices over a division ring, the minus order reduces to rank 
subtractivity [6], i.e., 
A<B * ,o( B - A) = P(B) - P(A), (1.10) 
while 
AIB * ,o(B +A) = p(B) + P(A). 
2. THE PYRAMID DECOMPOSITION 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E S,,, and F E 9,, be idempotent, and suppose 
M=(Z-E)K,(Z-F)+EK,(Z-F)+(Z-E)K,F+EK,F (2.1) 
for some Ki. Then there exist Mi, i = 1, , . , ,4, such that 
M=M1+M,+M,+M,, 
M, < M, + M, d M, + M, + M, < M, 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
and 
M,=(Z-E)L,(Z-F), 
M,=(Z-E)L,(Z-.F) +(Z-E)L,F, 
(2.2c) 
M, = (I - E)L,( Z - F) + EL,( Z - F), 
M, = (I - E)L,(Z - F) + (I - E)L,F + EL,( Z - F) + EL,F 
for some Li. 
Proof. A decomposition of the form (2.1) always exists; for example, if 
Ki = M, we have Pierce’s decomposition (1.1) of M relative to E and F. 
Now set A =EK,F, B =(I-E)K,F, C =EK,(Z- F), and D=(Z- 
E)K,(Z - F). Thus M = A + B + C + D. C onsider a f=ed inner inverse 
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A-= F(EK,F)-E, and set 
u = (I - AA_)C, V=B(Z-A-A), 
(2.3) 
Z= D-BA-C, z^=Z- VA-C. 
Since (I - A-Al A-AA- = 0, we may replace VA-C by VA-U. Using the 
above definitions, the following are immediate: 
A-D =O, A-B =O, CA-=O, DA-=O, (2.4a) 
UF = 0, ZF= 0, (2.4b) 
A-V = 0, A-Z=O, A-2=0, (2.4~) 
UA-=O, Z/-=0, h-=0. (2.4d) 
Consequently (BA->’ = 0, ( A-C)2 = 0, and hence the matrices R = Z - 
BA- and S = Z - A-C are invertible. In addition RMS = A + U + V + z”. 
Next, it is easy to verify that 
U+V+?<A+U+V+z, (2.5) 
so that A I U + V + 2. Indeed if Ax = (U + V + &y, then premultiplica- 
tion by AA yields, with the aid of_(2.4c), that Ax = 0. Likewise (2.44) 
ensures that RS( A) n RS(U + V + 2) = (0). Thus A < A + U + V + Z, 
and (2.5) follows. We now form the inner inverse U’ = (I - F)[(Z - 
A&)c]-E. Then U= V = 0, U= z^ = 0, and (z^U=)’ = 0. This means that 
the matrix K = Z - z^U= is invertible and further that 
K(U + v + 2) = u + v + ZH, (2.6) 
where H = Z - U= U and VA-C = VA-U. 
We now claim that 
V+ZH<U+V+ZH, (2.7) 
so that U d_ V + ZH. Again, if Ux = (V + ZH)y, then forming VU-(*> 
times this yields Ux = 0. Likewise, postmultiplication of xTU = yT(V + ZH) 
shows that RS(U) n RS(V + ZH) = (0) and so U _I_ V + ZH. Next we take 
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a particular inner inverse V= F[ B( Z - A- A)]-( Z - E). Then because ZF = 0 
and UF = 0, we have ZHV = 0 and (V’ ZH)' = 0. This means that the 
matrix L = Z - V= ZH is invertible and that 
(v+zH)L=(~+~H)(z-V=ZH)=V+GZH, (2.8) 
where G = Z - W= Lastly, it is easily seen on using W= that V I GZH, 
and thus 
GZH<V+GZH. (2.9) 
Combining the above, we obtain 
RMS=A+U+V+f, (2.10a) 
KRMS = KA + K(U + V + z^) = KA + U + V + ZH, (2.10b) 
KRMSL=KAL+UK+V+GZH=ii+Ii+d+fi. (2.10~) 
Now, using (l.gb), we see that i> = GZH < V+ GZH = c'+ 6 =(V+ 
ZH)L < (U+V+ZH)L = g+d+i, = K(U+V+ZI)L Q K(A 
+u+v+f)L=KRMSL=A+ti+d+fi 
On forming (KR-'(*xSL)-l throughout, and by using (2.10) we arrive 
at 
where 
M =M, +M, + M, + M4 
M, =(KR-'l$SL)-'=R-lK-l(GZH)L-'S-'=GZH, 
M, =(KR-16(SL)-'=R-'K-'VL-'S-1=V+ VA-C + W"ZH, 
M, =(KR-'~(SL)-'=R-lK~'USS'= U+ZU=U, (2.11) 
M, =(KR-'A(SL)-'=R-'AS-' 
=A+BA-A+&-C+BA-AA-C, 
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inwhichR=I-BA-,S=I-A-C,K=l-Z”U=,andL=I-V=ZH. 
A final application of (I.Sb) shows that (2.2) holds, as desired. n 
We now make the important observation that the only component in (2.2) 
in which K, appears is M,. Indeed, K, appears in the matrix D = (2 - 
E)K,(Z - F), which occurs in the Schur complement Z = D - BA- C. 
Hence if K, is perturbed in (2. l), then M,, M,, as well as M,, are 
perturbed in (2.11), via the matrices D and Z. However, since M, N V and 
M, - IJ, we may conclude that a change in K, will not be reflected in the 
ranks of M, or M, nor of M,. Thus if M = D + C + B + A = M, + M, + 
M, + M, and K, changes to K;, then M changes to 
M'=D'+ C +B +A =M; t-M; +Mj +M;, (2.12) 
in which M; = GZ'H, ML = V+ VA-C + W= Z'H, MA = V+Z'U=U, 
and Mi = M,, since the matrices A, B, C, U, V, G, and H do not depend 
on K,. In addition MB N V N M, and MA N U N M,. Consequently, if we 
have an additive perturbation X =(I - E)Y(Z - F) and M' = M -X, 
then D' =D -X=(Z -E)(K, - Y)(Z - F) and K; =K, -Y. Also 
Z’=Z-X.Thisgives 
M; = G(Z-X)H, M;=W=(Z-X)H, Mj=(Z-X)U=U. 
(2.13) 
On the other hand, life is not so easy with perturbations of the form 
X=(1-P)(Z-E)Y(Z-F)(I-Q) (2.14) 
if one wants to keep the results in terms of P, Q, E and F. Suppose 
M = D + C + B + A = M, + M, + M, + M, is the decomposition of M 
relative to (E, F) as given in (2.12, with its associated pyramid decomposition 
(2.2). Now suppose M, = fi + C + B' + k is the Pierce decomposition of M 
relative to the idempotents (P, Q> with associated pyramid M, = N, + N, + 
N3 -t- N4 and N, = 6% etc. Then M = fi + c'+ B' + i + C + B + A is 
a double Pierce decomposition of M, and M = N, + N, + N3 + N4 + 
M, + M, + M, is its associated finer pyramid decomposition. Now z’ = 
L?r - B(A)-6,inwhich 6 =(I - P)M,(Z - Q> =(I -PXZ_-E)K,(Z - 
F)(Z - Q> by th e uniqueness of the components. Similarly B = PM,(Z - 
Q> = P(Z - E)K,(Z - F)(Z - Q> etc. A perturbation of the form (2.14) in 
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6 amounts to changing K,, and will affect all components N,, as well as M, 
and M,. In other words, we lose control over the perturbation. It is not 
known whether a perturbation of the type (2.14) can be created which will 
only affect the smallest component iV1. 
In the special case where all Ki = M and 
E= ’ ’ 
[ 1 0 0 mxm’ 
we obtain the following “missing link” decomposition of a 2 X 2 block matrix. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Any matrix 
A= 
admits a pyramid decomposition M = M, + M, + M, + M, where 
Ml = 
0 0 
0 G,,Z,H, 
M, = 
0 1 V,)A-C, + V,V,-Z,H, ’ 
and 
U, = (I - A,A,)C,, V, = B,( Z - A,A,), 
Z, = D, - B,A,C,, 6, = Z - V,V,- H, = Z - U,; U,. 
(2.15) 
Zt may be verified directly that M, .L M,, M, I M, + M,, M, 1 M, + 
M,+M,. 
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Another way of constructing pyramid decompositions of an m X n matrix 
M over D is to use the full-rank factorization 
M = W,T, = W & 
[ 1 ; T, 
where 
W= [W,,Ws] and T = 
T, 
T 
2 
are invertible. If we set 
M, = W 
1, 0 
[ 1 0 0 T, M, =Wdiag[O,,, lr2, O]T, etc., 
This is in fact the only way of constructing pyramid decompositions for 
matrices over D. This was shown in [7, Theorem 4.31, where the pyramid 
decomposition was analyzed in detail. It was shown that (with an obvious 
translation from rings to D,,,, .) the following are equivalent: 
(i) M,<M,+M,< <M,+M,+ +M,=M; 
(ii) CR(M,) and CRS(Mj) are direct sums; 
(iii) Mi -I_ Mj, i # j; 
(iv) p(M) = Cp(M,); 
(v) the M’s can simultaneously be diagonalized under equivalence, i.e. 
there exist invertible W and T such that Mi = WEiT, with Ei = diad0, I, 
O] and E,E, = 0 for i #j. 
These show, in particular, that a pyramid decomposition is not unique, except 
when M = 0. Moreover, we may conclude that for matrices over D, the use 
of full-rank factorization and the use of idempotents are essentially equiva- 
lent. For additional results on the minus order and the pyramid decomposi- 
tion we refer to [7]. 
Let us now turn to the case where 9 = D, and consider rank 
minimization. 
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3. HORIZONTAL RANK MINIMIZATION 
If R is a division ring D, then we may use rank to express (2.2) as 
p(M) = P(M,) + P(Me) + 4%) + P(M4) 
= p(GZH) + p(V) + P(U) + P(A), (3.1) 
where A, U, V, and Z are defined as in (2.3) and depend on E, F, and M. In 
what follows it suffices to take the Ki = M in (2.1). If M is perturbed by the 
additive perturbation X = (I - E)Y(Z - F), then on account of (2.12) and 
(2.13) we have 
P(M-X) =p(M;) +P(M;) +P(%) +P(%) 
= p[C(Z - X)Hl + P(V) + P(U) + P(A). (3.2) 
Thus 
p( M - X) - p(M) = p[G(Z - X)H] - P(GHZ). 
Likewise, taking ranks throughout (2.141, we get 
(3.3) 
A, Co 
p B, Do [ 1 = P(Glff&) + 00) + to(&) + P(Aa), (3.4) 
where A,,, V,, V,, and Z, are given in (2.15). This is the well-known 
block-rank formula as discussed in [3, 5, 11, 121. It should be noted that (3.4) 
is a special case of (3.0, and corresponds to a particular choice for E, F, and 
K,. We may use different choices for E and F to solve different rank 
minimization problems, which we shall now pursue. 
We begin by noting that in (3.1) the scalar p,, = p(A) + p(U) + p(V) is 
invariant under the choice of A-, and hence is a fned constant [l]. More- 
over, p(M) = p. * GZH = 0. 
Consider now problem (I), and suppose that W, = R(Z - E), W, = 
RS(Z - F) for suitable idempotents. Then R(X) z W, and RS(X) c W, 
exactly when X = (I - E)Y(Z - F) for some Y. Hence (1.4) can be written 
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in the unconstrained form 
mpp[M - (I -E)Y(I -F)]. (3.5) 
Now M - (I - E)Y(Z - F) = D’ + C + B + A, where D’ = D - X = 
(I - E)Y(Z - F). Using (3.2), we have 
rn’“p( M - X) = p. + f?‘“y[G(Z - X)H] z po. 
We thus have replaced (I) by the auxiliary minimization problem 
$y[G(Z - X)H]. (3.6) 
Let us now show that the minimum value is zero, and is actually attained 
on r. Indeed, a necessary condition for a zero minimum in (3.6) is that 
G(Z - X )H = 0. This translates into X = Z + VT, + T, U for some (all) Ti. 
However, because X and Z are in r and X = (I - E)X( Z - F), we must 
have VT, = VT,( Z - F) and T2 U = (I - E)T,U. Hence a necessary condi- 
tion for a zero minimum in (3.6) is that X l -rr, where 
TI = {X; X = Z + VT,( Z - F) + (I - E)T,U, all Ti}. (3.7) 
It is easily seen that all such X are in r, and are minimizers for (3.6), and 
hence for (I). If in addition p(M) = po, then the solution set to (I) reduces 
to Ti = {X; X = VT,(Z - F) + (I - E)T,U, all TJ. If the solution set to (I) 
is to be unique, we must have ( Z - E)T, U = 0 as well as VT,( Z - F) = 0 for 
all Ti. Since we are now over a division ring, we must have either U = 0 or 
E = Z and either V = 0 or F = I. Consequently, because W, and W, are 
nonzero we may conclude that 
u = 0, v=o (3.8) 
are necessary conditions for #r, = 1. Conversely, these conditions ensure 
that Z is invariant under A- and that IYi contains a unique minimizer 
X0 = Z. Thus (3.8) is both necessary and sufficient for the shorted matrix to 
exist. We recapitulate for later reference: 
(i) I1 = {X; X = Z + V,T(Z - F) + (I - E)T,U, all T,); 
(ii) p(M) = p. = 0 E TI; 
(iii) #r, = 1 iff U = V = 0. 
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We complete this problem by observing that 
v=o - R(C) G R( A) 
= R[ EM( Z - F)] z R[ EMF] 
0 R( EM) = R( EMF) 
= RS(EM) nRS(Z-F) =(0) 
e RS(EM) r‘l W, = (0). 
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(3.9) 
Similarly 
v=o w R(MF) n W, = (0). (3.10) 
These are precisely the conditions obtained by Mitra and Puri in [13]. 
Suppose now we add the constrain X < M and consider the horizontal 
minimization problem (II). Applying (3.1) to both M and M - X, we get 
p( M - X) = ~0 + P[G(Z - X)1 > 
P(M -X) = P(M) - P(X), (3.11) 
p(M) = P,, + PEGZHI. 
From this we see that 
xnry(M -X) = p. + mi”p[G(Z. 
X<M X<M 
We are again left with the auxiliary problem 
yi”y[G(Z - X)H]. 
X<M 
(3.12) 
We shall now show that in this case the minimum value is also zero and is 
attainable for X E r, X Q M. Indeed, it is attained at X0 = GZH, which has 
the form (I - E)Y(Z - F) and obeys X, < M by (2.11). The set of all 
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minimizers is given by 
rn = {X; GXZZ = X,, ,o( X) = 
because if X E Tn, then it follows immediately 
X, = GXH. This set may be rewritten as 
that X E r, X < M, and 
rn = {x; x = 2 + VT,(Z - F) + (I - E)T,U, all TV; p(X) = p(GXH)} 
in which the rank condition can be now replaced by 
p(cxn) = p(X) - 
R(XH) =R(X) 
RS(GX) = IS(X) 
(3.13) 
RS( X) n RS(U) = (0) 
R(x) n R(V) = (0) 
Let us now observe that In can in fact be rewritten in unconstrained 
form as rII = A, where 
h=(Y;Y=(Z-W-)Z(Z-U-U),allU-,V-}. (3.14) 
Indeed, if Y E A, then GYH = GZH, because (I - W’)(Z - W-1 = Z - 
W= . Also, (I - W-)GZH( Z - U-U) = Y, and hence p(Y > = p(GZH). 
That is, Y E Tn. Conversely, the range condition R( X> n R(V) = (0) 
ensures [9, p. 361 that there exists a reflexive inverse V+ such that V+X = 0. 
Similarly RS(X) n RS(U) = (0) implies that XUf = 0 for some U+. It now 
follows from (3.11) that if X E Tn then X = (I - W+)X(Z - UfU) = 
(Z - W’)GZH( Z - U’U) = (I - W’)Z( Z - U+ U), which is a member 
of A. Thus ru = A. It should be noted that in (3.12) all three of the inner 
inverses A-, U-, and V- can vary. 
Turning to the question of uniqueness, there are two cases to be consid- 
ered. If p(M) = pO, then by (3.11), GZH = 0 and conversely. In this case 
0 E In. Moreover In = {(I - W-)GZH( Z - U-U)) = (O), which shows 
that 0 is indeed the unique minimizer. Suppose now that p(M) > p. and 
GZH # 0. We shall first give necessary conditions for #& = 1. If #rn = I 
and we fix Z, then (I - W-)Z( Z - U- U) = GZH for all U-, V-. Forming 
W= (a)~’ U, we arrive at (w- - W=)Z(U- U - U= U> = (0). NOW 
because [5] {V-} = V= +( Z - V= V)Y, + Y,(Z - W’) for all Y,, we have 
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{W-} = W= + VY,(Z - W=>. Thus W-- W= = VY,( Z - W’). Like- 
wise U-U - U= U = (I - U= U)Y,U, and we obtain a necessary condition 
that 
VY,(GZH)Y,U = 0 for all Y, . (3.15) 
Since GZH # 0, we must have either U = 0 or V = 0. If U = 0, then 
#Tn = 1 implies that (I - W-12 = GZ or VY,(GZ) = 0 for all Ys. Since 
GZ # 0, we must also have V = 0. Analogously, if V = 0, we also require 
U = 0. Thus if p(M) > pO, then #Tn = 1 * U = 0, V = 0. Conversely, 
from (3.14) we see that these conditions are also sufficient for #Trr = 1. In 
either case Z will again be invariant under A-, giving the shorted matrix 
x, = 2. 
We recap by stating that for problem (II): 
(i) rn = {(I - W-)Z(Z - U-U), all A-, U-, V-}; 
(‘ii; tp,fL; yp=,‘:: =,a_ 1 . . . 
111 0 e II - w u=o,v=o. 
Thus even though (I) and (II) have the same minimum values pa, their 
solution sets are different. Yet when p(M) > pO, both problems have a 
unique solution under the same conditions, which can be reexpressed in 
terms of the original data as in (3.7)-(3.8). This was first noted in [2] using 
block decomposition. 
4. VERTICAL RANK MINIMIZATION 
Let us now show how (III) and (IV) can be solved as special cases of (I) 
and (II). However, we should add that the solutions are, except in the 
simplest cases, not entirely satisfactory, because they only show indirectly 
their dependence on the original data. 
First recall (III), in which we take A to be r X s and x = {Y; R(Y) c 
R(Z - r), RS(Y) c RS( Z - u)} for suitable idempotents z- and cr. Now 
consider (I) with 
r={X;X=(Z-P)W(Z-Q),allW}, (4.1) 
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where we take 
P= 1, 0 
I 1 0 7r and Q= 
Then 
and for such X, 
Z 
0 (I - n,i(Z - u)
1 I , all Y , 
M-X= 
A C 
B I D-(Z-T)Y(Z-a) ’ 
It is now clear that we have obtained (III) as a special case of 
(1) m$p[M - (I - P)W(Z - Q)]. 
We may now at once use the results discussed in (3.5)~(3.7), except that 
this time the Pierce decomposition of M is relative to P and Q. That is, if 
M= A ’ 
[ 1 B D 
then M = A’ + B’ + C’ + D’, where 
(4.3) 
0 
C’ = 
C(Z - u) I 0 0 rD(Z-CT) ’ 1 (Z-r)D(Z-a) 
From (3.2) we see that 
p[M - (I - P)W(Z - Q)] = pb = P(A') + P(~J') + P(v'), (4.4) 
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where again U’ = (I - A’A’-)C’, V’ = B’(Z - AI-A’), and A’ = 
Q(ZWQ)-P. Moreover, the minimal value is attained at 
x = 2’ + V’T,( z - Q) + (I - P)T,U’ (4.5) 
for all Ti. In the special case where 7r = 0, u = 0, there are no constraints on 
Y in (III), and we obtain for (III) a minimal value of 
,o; = p(A) + p[( Z - AK)C] + P[ B(Z - A-A)] > (4.6) 
attained at Y = 2 + VT, + T,U. Both of these results are in terms of the 
original data A, B, C, D. 
If m # 0 or u # 0, then the reduction of (4.4) and (4.5) in terms of the 
original data becomes much more complicated, and requires the computation 
of A’-, A’ A’-, and A’-A’. This draws upon the theory of block generalized 
inverses, which we shall now pursue. 
In succession, let us compute p( A'), p(W), and p(V’). First of all, the 
rank of A’ can be computed via (3.4) as 
p( A’) = p(A) + p[( Z - AK)Cu] + &rB( Z - A-A)] 
+ p([(z - ?TV(TrV)-]7rZa[(Z - (vu)- uu]}. (4.7) 
Next, we recall that the idempotents PMQ(PMQ)- and (PMQ)-ZWQ may 
be computed using the formulae given in [5, p. 2151 and [8, p. 891. Indeed, 
where 
E, = AK+ Uu(Uu)- (I - AA-), 
E, = SS-[I - rS(mV)-] + rrV(mV)-, 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
y = mBA-+ n-Zu(Ua)- (I - AK), 
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and U = (I - AA-)(?, V = B(Z - A-A), 2 = D - BA-C, S = [I - 
~V(9rV)-]~Za[Z - (UU>-U~] = 7r(y>a. We now select special inner 
inverses 
(UC)= = o(uu)-, (TV)= = (7rV)_ GT, s= = a( y)?r. (4.10) 
The reason for doing this is that now 
E2r = SS= [I - d’(vrV)=]rr+ rV(rV)= 7~ = E, = TTE,, 
and hence 
A’A’-= PMQ( PMQ)- P = [: J[: :] = [: ;J (4.11) 
Because this matrix is idempotent, we may conclude that aE, + E, CY = a; 
but since E, CY = 0, this forces aE, = a. 
We are now ready to compute 
Z-E, 0 0 
TJ’ = C(Z-(+) 0 h, 
--a Z - E, I[ 0 nD(Z-u) I[ I = 0 A, ’ 
(4.12) 
where 
and 
A, = (I - E,)C(Z - m) = [Z - Ucr(Ua)-]U (4.13) 
h, = (I - E,)D(Z - a) - aC(Z - (+) 
= (I - E,)(rD - yC)(Z - a). 
Now TD - yC = n-D - n-BA-C - n-Zc+@Jcr>= (Z - Ak-)c = TZ[Z - 
(Ub)= U]. Thus 
A, = (I - E,)rZ[Z - (VW)= U] - (Z - E,)ek[Z - (ub)= ug], 
in which the second term becomes 
(I - ss=)[z - 7rv(d)=]?Tzo[z - (UC)= ua] = (I - ss=>s =0. 
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Hence 
A, = (I -E&i-Z[Z - (Urn)= u]. 
Consequently we arrive at 
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(4.14) 
P(U’> = P 
Al 
[ I * = p( 4) + P[ &(I - Ah)1 > (4.15) 2 
where A, and h, are given as in (4.13)-(4.14). By symmetry we obtain 
and 
0 0 
x7’ = CL1 l-52 I 1 
P(V’) = P( k) + PKl - Pl i-G)kl~ (4.16) 
where 
and 
/.L, = v[ z - (7rV)_ 7rv] 
p2 = [I - v(7rv)=]zu[z - (vu>- u&z - s=q. 
Of special interest are the cases where r, u E {O, l), which we have 
tabulated in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 
u 7r PW’) pW’> M-X 
0 0 p(U) p(V) I 
I 0 0 pw, 2x1 - v-u)1 
0 I p I 0 
I I 0 0 
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Adding the outcomes of (4.71, (4.15), and (4.161, we obtain the minimal 
value of (III) as 
pmin = P(A) + ~(‘a) + P(~V) 
+p[l-V~(V~)_]rrZcT[I-(Uo)_U~] +P(h,) (4.17) 
+ p[ X,(1 - &A,)] + P( I-%) + P[(l - /-w~)P21~ 
where 
A, = [I - uu(uu)-]u, 
h,=(Z-SS=)[z-v7r(V?7-][U-(uu)=U], 
j_L, = v[z - nV(aV)-1, 
p2 = [I - v(7Tv)=]zu[z - (vu)- Uu](Z - s=q, 
and 
s = [I - (d)(Trv)-]$a[ z - (vu)- uu] 
This clearly shows what happens to pmin when A, U, or V vanishes. In 
particular, if U = 0, V = 0, we obtain 
pmin = p(A) + p(dZ:c+) + P([Z - (~Zdb-Z+ lrz) 
(4.18) 
+ p(zcT[z - (Trz+ (.rrZ~)]) 
Recalling the form of U’ and V’, we see that the set of minimizers TX of 
(4.5) can be rewritten as 
x= O O 
[ 1 0 
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where 
w = (I - z-)D(Z - U) - (I - r)[B, Do]A’- 
[ 1 ,“D (1-v) 
+( P.,fi, + /-QR,)(Z - a> + I- ~)(-hh, + k24) 
for all Rj, Lj, where pi and hi are as in (4.15)-(4.16). In this it is of course 
necessary to substitute a block representation for A’, such as is given in 15, 
p. 2111. The answers are only indirectly in terms of the original data, but this 
seems the best one can do. 
A unique solution exists to (III) exactly when U’ = 0 and V’ = 0. These 
conditions become R(U) = R( VU), RS(V > = RS(nV ), h, = 0, p2 = 0. NO 
further simplification occurs. 
If we add the constraint 
[ 1 ’ ’ <M 0 Y‘ 
and consider (IV), we see that under the same choices for P and Q, we 
reduce (IV) to (II) with r as in (4.1). We get the same minimal value pmin as 
given in (4.171, but this time the solution set becomes 
rir = {(I - V’V’_)Z’( z - U’-U’)} 
with U’, V’ as in (4.12) and (4.16). We will not attempt to simplify this, for 
obvious reasons. 
It should be noted that the above method is analogous to the block 
reduction of D - Y. Indeed, if 
LQL-1 = ‘s ’ 
[ 1 0 0’ 
then 
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where 
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and mL-’ = ;’ D3 
2 04 1. 
We may now apply the unconstrained formula to yield a minimum of 
p( A’) + p[( Z - A’A’-)C’] + p[ R’( 1 - A’-A’)] 
The catch, however, is that these quantities are not easily expressible in terms 
of the original data A, B, C, D, P, and Q. 
5. SOME REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 
(i) Using the interplay between idempotents and regularity, we have 
developed a pyramid decomposition for a matrix. This decomposition in turn 
could be used to derive a “horizontal” rank formula, which was used to obtain 
“horizontal” expressions for the solution sets to the rank minimization prob- 
lems (I) and (II). 
Other types of solutions were given in [2, 41. In the former, Carlson gives 
a block representation for Tr and III; in the latter Goller gives an alternative 
horizontal representation, which (in our notation) is of the form: 
rl = {X; X = A4 + MEY, + Y,FM = Z - EY( Z - F)) (5.1) 
and 
rll = (x; MR(TMR)+ TM), 
where 
R=Z-(EM) T=Z-(MF)(MF)-, 
(5.2) 
and (*>+ is any reflexive inverse. It should be noted that I1 is still in 
constrained form and that TrI = {X; X = D + BY,(Z - F) + (I - E)Y,C). 
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These sets need not be equal, as seen from the example where 
rl 0 1 
M= i 0 0 1 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
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1 
0 
0 
1  and E = F = 4 0 [ 1 0 0’ 
It would be of interest to have a direct method of identifying (5.1) with (3.7) 
and (5.2) with (3.14). 
(ii) Instead of using W, = R( Z - E), we could use W, = R(L,) with L, 
of full column rank [13], or even use W, = R(K,) with K, of size m X 1 
with t > m. Can these be used to express (I) in a simpler form? 
There are two related minimization problems which are of interest. 
(iii) The first is to find 
mpp[M - (I - E)(Z - D)Y(Z - F)] (5.3) 
in terms of E, F, P, Q, and M. Using the Pierce decomposition relative to E 
and F, we get 
p,, + mpp{G[Z - (I - P)Y(Z - Q)]H} 
= p,, + mpp{(Z - E’)[M’ - (I - P)Y(Z - Q)](Z - F’)}, 
where E’=E+W= , F’ = F + U= U, and M’ = M - MA-M, with 
A-= F(EMF)-E. The problem is that the second minimum need not be 
zero, and that the solution set cannot be obtained by solving equations. Of 
course, we may combine R[( Z - E)(Z - P)] = R( Z - P’) etc., but this only 
yields answers in terms of P’. 
(iv) Second, if perturbations of the form EY(Z - F) etc. are added, we 
can either redefine our idempotents, or pivot on the element C rather than 
D. This yields an analogous pyramid decomposition. 
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